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Abstract: When personal information is shared across the Internet, we have limited confidence that the designated second party will safeguard it as we would prefer. Privacy policies offer insight into the best practices and intent of the organization, yet most are written so loosely that sharing with undefined third parties is to be anticipated. Tracking these sharing behaviors and identifying the source of unwanted content is exceedingly difficult when personal information is shared with multiple such second parties. This paper formulates a model for realistic fake identities, constructs a robust fake identity generator, and outlines management methods targeted towards online transactions (email, phone, text) that pass both cursory machine and human examination for use in personal privacy experimentation. This fake ID generator, combined with a custom account signup engine, are the core front-end components of our larger Use and Abuse of Personal Information system that performs one-time transactions that, similar to a cryptographic one-time pad, ensure that we can attribute the sharing back to the single one-time transaction and/or specific second party. The flexibility and richness of the fake IDs also serve as a foundational set of control variables for a wide range of social science research questions revolving around personal information. Collectively, these fake identity models address multiple inter-disciplinary areas of common interest and serve as a foundation for eliciting and quantifying personal information-sharing behaviors.
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1. Introduction

The Use and Abuse (U&A) of Personal Information (PI) project [1,2] aims to capture and quantify how vulnerable PI is to sharing, uniquely attributing PI leakage to responsible parties as well as exploring whether certain identity characteristics, account patterns, or other online behaviors make us more vulnerable to sharing behaviors or other malicious activity [3]. Online users consistently share personal information with entities, hoping for security and anonymity. From online social networks to news and entertainment subscriptions, the vast majority of Americans are faced with the inherent trade between PI usage and resulting benefits in agreeing to customized online services. It is widely recognized that users’ PI, as well as their online behaviors, are being tracked while web browsing. Previous studies identified more than 500 different tracking methods used by different sites, and certain pages have trackers that are connected to multiple parties [4]. Beyond this consensual sharing of our personal information [5], we inherently run the risk of data breaches [6,7], insider threats [8], corporate mergers or bankruptcies [9], or good old fashion misuse [10] leading to the release of our personal information. It is estimated that the average person has hundreds of possible threat vectors for the release of their personal information used in establishing those accounts.

Our broader research aims to develop a semi-automated open source intelligence (OSINT) system that allows for controlled sharing of falsified PI to be collected across SMS text, email, and voice domains [2]. To seed these tests of online PI sharing behaviors, we
require a robust automated method to generate realistic fake identities, expanding from a previous project’s 300 manually created fake identities [1] to a flexible database of 1M (or more) fake identities. Additionally, we have found that this same infrastructure will support a wide range of quantitative social science experiments using the same fake ID methodology [11]. This paper highlights the methodology used to create and validate a scalable fake ID generator for these U&A experiments, which span a variety of topics from individual privacy to all kinds of quantitative social science questions.

1.1. Motivation

The motivation for this work is to create a custom model to efficiently generate fake identities as well as an underlying active OSINT collection system to support the large-scale deployment and data collection processes in order to understand how an individual’s personal information propagates throughout the internet after signing up to second-party organizations. To effectively accomplish this, our work also aims to understand what information is necessary to create a reputable digital identity as well as how that information is processed. Additionally, this work aims to understand how an individual can create and utilize a fake account to remain pseudo-anonymous on the internet while simultaneously avoiding being removed by fake account detection algorithms. Further understanding of all of these items is necessary to allow individuals to protect their PI, while also being able to benefit from the digitalized world.

Users are often left in the dark without a thorough understanding of how their data are processed and utilized by companies and organizations [12]. Although companies implement privacy policies, they are typically confusing legal documents meant to protect the company itself rather than the individual [13,14]. To perform effective privacy research, researchers are often required to walk an ethical line to gain valuable insight and data. Typical research has long been guided by well-respected reports and documents such as the Belmont Report [15] and the Declaration of Helsinki [16]; however, the presence of big data is introducing new ethical questions that researchers must figure out how to approach [17]. Challenges such as the expectation of user privacy on digital systems, the effect of anonymization and de-identification of personal data on research quality, and the element of participant consent in big data research undertakings have led researchers to advocate for a revision and update of the typical guiding principles of research ethics [17–19]. The utilization of fake user accounts to perform privacy research allows researchers to circumvent and avoid many of the main concerns associated with big data privacy research [20]; to do so, researchers need the ability to generate and manage believable fake accounts at scale.

Similarly, to attempt to mitigate the spread of their PI, individuals often utilize impersonal or fake accounts to mask their identity on the Internet. Information that an individual marks as “private” on social media or digital sites can often still be accessed utilizing various OSINT analysis tools and processes [21]. This can subject individuals to privacy-related leaks or concerns, resulting in malicious activity involving their data and identity. In masking their information, non-malicious individuals want to be careful not to impersonate another individual or user. For these reasons, researchers and individuals alike are drawn to utilizing fake accounts, created using arbitrary personal information, on the Internet to mitigate the spread of their own private data [22–24].

Avoidance of Fake Account Detection

The main roadblock for individuals and researchers attempting to use fake accounts is the active effort by companies and organizations to remove them. Fake profiles and bots should be distinguished, as the first represents the public “face” and background of an online entity, while bots are the software element of a fake profile, which automates its activity in an effort to impersonate a human while online [25]. Malicious actors use fake accounts to carry out widespread attacks on social media and other platforms. These accounts can be utilized at scale to engage in phishing attacks or even shape public opinion online [26,27].
In 2022, Facebook reportedly removed 6.1 billion fake accounts from their platform, representing over two times their active monthly users [28]. These malicious accounts are often tied to spam, fake news, and other malicious campaigns. Malicious actors’ utilization of fake accounts drives companies to implement robust account detection systems, impacting individuals’ ability to maintain an active anonymous or pseudo-anonymous account for their own personal use. To generate and persist on the internet using fake accounts, individuals and researchers must often circumnavigate these malicious account detection algorithms, which requires knowledge of what features of a digital identity these algorithms use.

1.2. Ethical Considerations

Studies have been performed to help navigate the ethical considerations when applying fake personas for research purposes. Most of this work aims to protect stakeholders in online social networks. In such cases, the ethical considerations deal with protecting users, the providers of the service, and the advertisers and investors in such services. In terms of research, there are ethical ramifications regarding other users and their consent to be active in the study being conducted, and the indirect exposure of their information. Outside exposure of information, there is also the wasting of time or resources of other users or third parties invested in the network. An army of fake bots would actively be violating agreements required for the service, and waste server resources satisfying the requests of fake users. Further, depending on the influx of fake accounts, statistics that drive value and advertiser spending could be impacted [22]. Researchers in several cases have managed to infiltrate private organizations through strategic social bots targeting users involved in the organization [29]. Critics of this kind of information gathering have noted that a more ethical route would be designing a closed model to determine how vulnerable information might be taken or shared, but previous research has shown utilizing fake accounts in the real world is far more effective and can be conducted if certain limitations in size and scope are applied [30,31].

Using fake identities is a potent avenue of information gathering and enters into a challenging ethical arena when for most use cases of the technology effective data collection requires some level of deception. However, various international review boards have begun classifying risk levels to the implementation of fake identities for studies, especially in regard to OSNs. The three categories of research in this area are observational, interactive, and survey/interview [32]. Our use case falls under the observational research category, in that identities are being utilized as an instrument to safely observe how different entities interact with users and leverage their PI. Using real information to conduct such a study would be unethical according to several ethical guidelines that warn against placing compromising information at risk. We have, therefore, bounded our fake IDs by intentionally limiting the scope of information used in creating them (e.g., no social security numbers, driver’s license numbers, etc.), and actively de-validating any data that could be traced back to a real source, such as our random address generation. In addition, though the project aims to generate 100 K IDs, only a small number of IDs are dedicated to fake accounts at any one service provider, minimizing the impact on the hosts. Should other experiments or operations legally require fake identities that possess such information, the assignment of the additional information can follow similar models as described previously. Additional evaluations of the ethical considerations for active OSINT research, including a self-evaluation of the Use and Abuse project against criteria provided in the Department of Homeland Security’s Ethics and OSINT Scorecard[33] is provided in [11].

1.3. Paper Outline

Given this foundation of research activity leveraging fake identities for a variety of research topics, this paper seeks to demonstrate a scalable and realistic fake identity generator that can reasonably withstand human and machine inspection for many candidate research problems. A brief overview of the ongoing efforts and current Use and Abuse
of Personal Information system architecture [11] is provided in Section 2. To effectively employ fake accounts for privacy research, as well as to create a robust fake account generator, it is necessary to understand what characteristics compose a digital identity. A model for understanding the components of an effective digital identity is developed through a comprehensive literature review in Section 3. The design and development of the process for the controlled formulation of the fake identities from a pseudorandom source is described in Section 4, focusing on ensuring that IDs are complete and ethically sourced. A brief look at fake identity generation extensions and discussion surrounding the adaptation of the fake identities to specific privacy or social science experiments is then provided in Section 5. A more in-depth overview of the employment of fake identities for privacy research as well as the collection architecture is provided in a separate paper [11]. Finally, a series of conclusions and next steps are provided in Section 6. The contributions of this paper are threefold: a model is formulated for the composing characteristics of reputable digital identities through a detailed literature review, an easily repeatable and adaptive process for the creation of tailored fake digital identities for privacy research is created using a Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG), and a series of extensions is provided to further strengthen the digital identities and accomplish the objectives of the Use and Abuse Project.

2. Use and Abuse of Personal Information Project

The use of fake identities, and more generally fake online accounts, is common for privacy research [34,35] and a variety of malicious use cases [36]. The Use and Abuse of Personal Information project is an ongoing research effort to create a system capable of supporting large-scale active open-source intelligence (OSINT) research using fake PI to answer privacy and quantitative social science questions, as described more extensively in a companion paper [11]. A previous iteration [2] of the Use and Abuse research project yielded valuable information for what PI is required to establish accounts, creating a foundation for experimentation at scale. The overarching goal of the Use and Abuse research is to answer research questions such as:

- How does our personal information propagate and spread on the internet after signing up to second-party organizations?
- Is it possible to predict the election winners based on an analysis of the amount and content of communications received from the candidates?
- Do airlines and travel companies target and market towards certain income or personal demographics differently?
- Do health and supplement companies target certain age or gender demographics differently than others?
- Is a certain gender, race, or ethnicity more likely to receive communications from a company after uploading their resume to a job board?

These are just a few examples of potential research questions that could be answered using the communications collected from surrogate PI. For each question, a subset of fake IDs can be created, and signed up to the targeted organization or group, and then the communications and content received can be analyzed.

3. Literature Review

Fake accounts and identities have been researched and utilized for many different types of malicious and non-malicious applications. Fake profiles and bots are common amongst both online scammers and large government entities. Phishing attacks, using a combination of accounts embedded in online social networks and social engineering techniques, have been on the rise with a 2015 Verizon study showing of 150 K phishing emails, 23% were opened by the target, with 11% of total recipients opening attachments in those emails [37]. Phishing with these accounts has only become more prevalent across online social networks as fake profiles and automation techniques continue to advance.
Foreign governments invest in fake accounts and bot techniques with the intention of shaping public opinion or sowing discord amongst targeted political groups [38]. In 2019, studies evaluated how the state-sponsored Russian Internet Research Agency posted more than 1.8 M images to Twitter from a variety of accounts they managed. The study showed that the activity of the accounts coincided with political rallies both in terms of the timing of account activity as well as the political message expressed in the images being shared. Accounts targeted both sides of the political spectrum in the US to intensify and polarize opposing political viewpoints [39]. Even more recently, fake account activity has been tied to impacting public sentiment regarding the COVID-19 pandemic [40]. In summary, within a research context, fake accounts or identities are generally applied to determine the risks of group infiltration impacting public sentiment in an online forum. Using fake accounts themselves as the mechanism for determining how information is shared as a form of active OSINT collection, such as described in this paper, is far less common.

Although there has not been a large body of work employing fake identities for privacy research, work has been conducted to determine the extent, process, legality, and potential solutions to the sharing of personal information on the Internet. The understanding of personal privacy on the Internet is a complex, multifaceted issue that has real-world implications for a variety of individuals, groups, and law enforcement agencies [41]. As OSINT requires data to be publicly available online, companies and researchers have developed cryptographic algorithms and protocols to mitigate public data exposure [42]. Employee PII exposure represents a key vulnerability for companies and employees alike, leaving them vulnerable to phishing and social engineering attacks. This has led companies to seek methods to mitigate the risks associated with public employee PII and data on social media and other platforms [43].

In addition to mitigating exposure of PII information, other tools have been created to detect PII collection and transmission. One example is the implementation of AI to detect PII in images [44]. Another tool, PIITracker, uses reverse engineering techniques to track and determine if a program or process collects and transmits PII data [45]. Similarly, solutions implementing data loss prevention (DLP) principles have been designed and developed to detect PII breaches on company systems [46]. There has also been a variety of investigative works focusing on understanding how PII data are leaked in various online use cases, including web cookies, mobile networks, and online social networks [47–49]. Understanding how third-party data brokers utilize PII data to carry out targeted advertising is another domain that is being researched to determine the associated privacy risks and impact on individuals [50,51]. Although beneficial to enhancing individuals’ understanding of their privacy online, these works typically focus on one domain or section of user privacy, rather than attempting to develop a full picture. While using the Internet, an individual utilizes many different applications, and therefore, has a variety of potential PII leaks and risks. As a result, a wider understanding of individual privacy is necessary.

In privacy research using fake accounts, the vast majority of research has demonstrated interest in determining the impact fake account activity has on other users, and how they might be detected. However, a few research teams have utilized fake accounts themselves as the mechanism used to gather data and study online interactions [52,53]. In 2011, research was conducted using both passive and active fake accounts or “socialbots” orchestrated together to demonstrate the vulnerability of PI [54]; methods to identify fake accounts have improved significantly since then, using techniques like correlating activity across IPs and geographic locations, increasing the threshold for constructing a good fake ID. There are a variety of open-source platforms that provide automated mass account generation functionalities for different websites and social media platforms [55]. These platforms, however, do not allow for private, localized account generations or the level of customization needed for the Use and Abuse Research project.

Previous research in this area shows that utilizing fake accounts can be an extremely effective way to collect meaningful data, and any automated fake accounts must be robust enough to avoid continually improving detection techniques [22,56]. To successfully
create fake accounts that are capable of persisting and avoiding detection algorithms, it is necessary to understand what features and techniques the implemented algorithms utilize. There is a large amount of literature and work conducted on the creation and implementation of these algorithms, thus delving into this body of research allows for the determination of the characteristics that contribute to a robust and legitimate account. The discovery of fake accounts or the ability to correlate all of them due to a related pattern on a single social network could compromise the surrogate accounts, impacting experimentation and the collection of data, emphasizing the need for believably robust identities for privacy research.

3.1. Determining Information Required to Create a Fake Account

Efforts have been made to map what primary behaviors and qualities establish online profiles and identities. These include presence, relationships, reputation, groups and identity [57]. This also includes direct conversations and active sharing directly between different users [58], which suggests the need for automated interaction from the fake identity’s account. A convincing online profile should engage in these behaviors actively to anchor itself convincingly in the world and avoid detection. Researchers can form a model to generate good fake identities for privacy research purposes by researching and determining what features are most commonly analyzed for detection.

Research surveying different machine learning (ML) algorithms has been able to identify fake accounts with up to 98% accuracy in certain cases [59], based primarily on behavior patterns and characteristics. Studies conducted analyzing accounts on Twitter utilized a combination of methods when identifying bots and their fake accounts. A multi-pronged approach with a machine learning model using account activity, information, and metadata as inputs allows for a more effective fake account detection [60]. An analysis of the variety of implemented detection methods can enable researchers to ascertain the defining characteristics of an effective fake identity.

Through a comprehensive review of privacy and fake account detection literature trends and characteristics can be identified, and therefore, focused on when designing a fake account generation model. Additionally, conclusions can be made about which characteristics are necessary for effective accounts within different internet applications. Identities employed in some domains, such as social media applications, will require additional fake characteristics when compared to an identity used for newsletters or blogs. To remain plausible, a social media identity may require fake posts, interactions, comments, etc. Table 1 identifies a variety of internet applications, examples of organizations or companies that fall under that category, as well as their defining features regarding privacy research identities. Although not exhaustive, the various internet applications represent the sliding scale of how much information is required to generate an account for that purpose.

The content in Table 1 provides eight generalized categories of different internet applications. The applications are divided based on the content required for an individual to generate an account on that type of platform. The category column provided a high-level overview of the characteristics of accounts that fall into that section. The example items column provides specific examples of groups or websites that fall into that category while the notes column provides a more in-depth explanation for those items. Finally, the acronym column maps the category to a short-hand acronym that is utilized to map account characteristics to websites in Table 2. The categories range from investment brokerage and gambling websites, which require a user to provide identification documents and social security numbers, to websites that do not require a user to provide any information to access content. Intermediate categories include websites that solely require a user to provide basic information to gain access to a service or content, websites that require a one-time or saved payment method, streaming platforms, and social media websites. Overall, Table 1 provides a generalized overview of various internet applications categorized by the breadth of information a user is required to provide to generate an account for that purpose.
### Table 1. Internet Applications and Their Defining Characteristics Required for Account Creation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website Category</th>
<th>Example Items</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Identification Required</td>
<td>Investment Brokerages, Banks, Gambling Websites, Insurance Brokers</td>
<td>Websites or organizations that require an individual to provide identification numbers such as social security or tax identification numbers and/or websites that require an individual to upload a driver’s license or passport documents.</td>
<td>ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Social Media</td>
<td>Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, etc.</td>
<td>Social media websites that require an individual to create an account to engage in sharing and interaction of content on the platform.</td>
<td>SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Streaming</td>
<td>Netflix, Hulu, HBO, YoutubeTV, Peacock, etc.</td>
<td>Websites and companies that require an individual to pay a fee regularly to engage with and watch content on the platform.</td>
<td>SW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Online Shopping</td>
<td>Amazon, eBay, Home Depot, Nordstrom, H&amp;M, etc.</td>
<td>Websites that allow users to purchase goods and services but require an individual to provide a shipping destination and payment method.</td>
<td>OS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Paywall</td>
<td>New York Times, Wall Street Journal, The Washington Post, etc.</td>
<td>Websites that allow a user to view content after making an account and providing a payment method.</td>
<td>PW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Blogs and Chat Boards</td>
<td>Reddit, Discord, Quora</td>
<td>Websites that allow many individuals to engage with each other and browse/share content</td>
<td>BL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Email and Online Communication</td>
<td>Gmail, Outlook, etc.</td>
<td>Websites that allow a user to create and utilize an e-mail platform to communicate with individuals and groups.</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Free Access</td>
<td>Wikipedia, Encyclopedia, News Websites, etc.</td>
<td>Websites that allow users to read and see content and information without the requirement of creating an account to do so.</td>
<td>FA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Digital identity characteristics (categories in gray blocks) and their required usage across various accounts on the internet. The internet application categories, from left to right, are News Websites and Wikipedias, E-mail and Online Communications, Blogs and Chat Boards, Paywall Websites, Online Shopping Platforms, Streaming and Content websites, Social Media Websites, and Investment, Gambling, or Insurance websites. A full circle symbolizes that the characteristic is always required or mandatory for creating an account within that domain. A partially filled circle indicates that the characteristic is sometimes required or an optional input field. Finally, an empty circle represents that the characteristic is seldom used to create an account within that domain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>FA</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>BL</th>
<th>PW</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>SW</th>
<th>SM</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Relevant Citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitive PII</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>[61,62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email Address</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>[23,63–65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>[61,66,67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>[23,62,68–70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>[61,67,71–73]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Internet Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Confidential PII</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ● PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [64,65,74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [68,75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birthdate</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [65,66,74,76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic Location</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [68,72,77-79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP Address</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [61,80,81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone Number</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [66,73,81-83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship Status</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [23,62,66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [23,69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS Number</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [84,85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Username</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [56,67,73,78,86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High-Risk PII</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drivers License or Passport</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial Recognition</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [61,75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Records</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Time Payment Information</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [87-89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saved Payment Information</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [90,91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Security Number</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [87-89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Digital Behaviors and Identity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity Time</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Followed</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [71,78-80,86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [76,80,93,94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Followers</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [71,77,80,93,95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendships</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [67,71,79,93,96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashtags/Threads</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [86,96,97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes/Favorites</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [56,70,94,95,96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posts</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [70,72,79,93,94,96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile Banner</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [77,78,95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile Description</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [98-101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile Image</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [68,99-102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tags/Mentions</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [79,86,96,97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Digital Metadata</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account Age</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [56,97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in Friendships/Connections</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [63,95,103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of Account Creation</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [61,68,98,101,102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing of Posts</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [76,102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URLs Present in Profile</td>
<td>FA ○ E ○ BL ○ PW ○ OS ○ SW ○ ID [99,100]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 provides a mapping of various characteristics that compose an online profile for an individual to the various internet applications that require that characteristic. The characteristic column consists of all account characteristics that were present in the privacy and fake account detection works reviewed in the literature survey. Characteristics range from non-digital identifying information such as name, birth date, and social security number to digital identifying information such as username, email, and phone number. Traditional PII is often split into three categories: Sensitive, High-Risk, and Confidential [104]. Sensitive PII refers to publicly available information that can be found online or through social media, such as name and gender. Confidential PII refers to information that can often be found through extensive research, however, individuals would typically prefer to remain private. Finally, high-risk PII refers to information that can result in identity theft or result in real damage to an individual if accessed, such as SSN and credit card information [104]. Some digital information does not fall into one of the traditional PII categories but can be used to construct an identity or gather information about an individual. As a result,
digital behaviors and identities as well as digital metadata categories are considered in this paper to be legitimate components of a digital identity. Within the table, characteristics are divided into five different categories: Sensitive PII, Confidential PII, High-Risk PII, Digital Behaviors and Identity, and Digital Metadata. A fully solid circle indicates that the corresponding trait is generally required to create an effective, believable account on a website in that category. A partially filled circle means that the characteristic is occasionally or sometimes required for websites in that category. Finally, an empty circle indicates the characteristic is seldom or never used in an account creation. The categories of websites are not exhaustive, however, they provide an overview of the range of account types that exist when using the Internet.

Using the information in Table 2, requirements can be created for which characteristics are required to create a fake identity for that internet purpose. Each detection process employs a different underlying algorithm yet utilizes similar input data. To perform effective privacy on social media and streaming sites requires more information than blogs and communication sites. Social media research and accounts require further human-like interaction such as the posting of content, interaction with content, and scrolling. As a baseline, most websites require an e-mail address, username, and password. Social media represents the most involved domain that researchers can legally employ fake IDs in to answer research questions. Overall, the content in Table 2 allows a researcher to create a well-rounded overview of digital identity characteristics that are required to create good fake identities for privacy research.

3.2. Example of a Fake ID

This paper considers the construction of fake IDs such that they can pass automated inspection techniques (if any) and thus be well suited to privacy or social science experimentation. As such, the richness of the identity must be sufficient that we can easily answer personal questions on behalf of the fake person, such as an example, Bella Tessier, highlighted in Figure 1 (you can call and email Bella, although you may reach her voicemail and need to wait for the Use and Abuse Account Interaction Engine to take her turn for responding). Moreover, the personal characteristics should adhere sufficiently to population demographics so that privacy experiments are not biased by ID selection (unless, of course, identity characteristics are in fact the subject of the experiment). Notably absent from her dossier are federally controlled identifiers like a Social Security number or others that could lead to illegal activity. While the Use and Abuse research project [11] is much broader, this paper performs a deep dive on the generation of fake identities and their characteristics, which may be applicable to other forms of privacy research.

Figure 1. An example of default characteristics for a single fake identity, Bella Tessier. The front of the identification card provides a visual representation of the personal identification characteristics that would be found on a typical identification card. The rear of the identification card provides further characteristics of identity, such as gender, race, employment, security questions, education, etc.
4. Constructing Realistic Fake Identities

Each identity must be unique, internally consistent, and defined well enough to be useful across different research interests. Uniqueness allows for the identities to stand up to basic human scrutiny and allows researchers to test how different demographic characteristics affect PI usage or sharing behaviors. This allows for a deeper analysis of what information is most valuable as well as an understanding of the motivations of the entities using it. In addition to answering questions about the level of privacy a general person can expect online, unique identities spread across demographics allow researchers to analyze differential behaviors across demographics. The same level of depth is applied to all the identities (excluding highly specialized cases), even if the content may not be used so that the process of identity assignment can be automated efficiently. This way, researchers can take large batches of identities and assign them all at once with a high level of confidence that the generated backgrounds of the individuals will serve the needs of their use case. As the identities are constructed with random and unique characteristics, as shown in Figure 2, this process must be managed such that no conflicting attributes are assigned to the same fake person. For example, the birthday and age of a person must be internally consistent, and it would be reasonable to assume certain first or last names of individuals should align with their background, ethnicity, and gender. All of these considerations must work in concert to generate identities that stand up to cursory human or automated scrutiny, preventing detection of the fake identity and thus improving the reliability of the project’s conclusions.

The generation of realistic IDs that withstand reasonable scrutiny relies on mapping outputs from a pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) source [105–107] discussed in Section 4.4, previously shown to approach maximal entropy to a range of attributes in rough proportion to their relative occurrence within the US population. Alternative PRNG-based approaches may be used, though most PRNGs do not permit a look-ahead state translation that is assumed here, enabling semi-independent and repeatable generation of fake IDs from a base seed. Each resulting ID is engineered to be unique to simplify subsequent data analysis and internally consistent to reduce the probability of errors during signup. Baseline IDs feature attributes previously commonly solicited during signup events [2] as well as expandable, not-yet-defined attributes that may be tailored to subsequent experimental questions.

As generated, each unique fake ID consists of a .bin entry comprising a series of 256 16-bit PRNG output values; 256 attributes (easily expandable) were deemed sufficient to encapsulate all the feasible characteristics of a fake identity and pass modest scrutiny and address most research questions, while 16-bit outputs from the PRNG permit the selection of up to \(2^{16}\) potential values for each of the attributes, granting us a large range of possible values for attributes with high variability. For attributes with a continuous or extremely high distribution of values, such as frequency-weighted names, 32-bit PRNG output values were achieved by concatenating two sequential 16-bit PRNG output values and mapping the attribute to the two adjacent fields rather than just one; a small loss of entropy can occur [107] if the ratio of PRNG states and distribution frequencies are not well considered. Finally, capping the IDs at 4 Kbit (512 bytes) reduces the storage burden for large experiments, though subsequent outputs from the PRNG could be used to scale the number of attributes or attribute values in response to future experimental needs.

Once the fake ID .bin entries were generated, we defined iterated attributes #1-256 in a lookup table. The next step was to map attribute values in accordance with their relative frequency in the US population. Demographic frequencies were sourced from a variety of sources, including the US census. Itemization of the foundational ID attributes is displayed in Table 3.
For identity characteristics that are mapped according to discrete distributions, the overall selection process is based on either weighted (e.g., race or gender) or percentile-based (e.g., income) mappings. These frequencies were then used to generate weighted attribute value lists by replicating common entries a number of times equivalent to the value divided by the Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) of all attribute values. These weighted lists were then mapped to masked, modulo-reduced PRNG output values, resulting in a distribution of attribute values that tracks US population frequency distributions. Care was taken to prevent internal inconsistencies by focusing on fundamental characteristics (e.g., birthdate) and then calculating secondary characteristics (e.g., age) or considering conditional distributions (e.g., height and weight) that conform. As a result, a number of logical adjustments or constraints were made to the mapping process.

**Figure 2.** Top-level process for generation of fake IDs.
Table 3. Mapping of PRNG word outputs to foundational fake ID characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRNG Output</th>
<th>ID Characteristic</th>
<th>Distribution Shaping</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Sex and Preferred Pronoun</td>
<td>Male: 50%, Female 50% Pronouns assigned to sex</td>
<td>2010 Census [108]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>First Name</td>
<td>Weighted 15 k (male) and 20 k (female) most common names</td>
<td>Social Security Administration [109]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>Last Name</td>
<td>Weighted 20 k most common surnames</td>
<td>2010 Census [110]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–7</td>
<td>Birthdate</td>
<td>Adult Ages (18–74), 5-Year Bracketed Frequencies by Sex</td>
<td>Census [111]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8–9</td>
<td>Email Password</td>
<td>Unweighted, Unique per ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Email Username</td>
<td>Unique per ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11–17</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Unweighted, Pseudo-random Street Assignment based on Geographical Frequency by State, Invalided by the USPS API</td>
<td>2020 Census [112] Open Address [113] USPS [114]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Security Response 1</td>
<td>Uniformly Assigned List of Popular Movies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Security Response 2</td>
<td>Uniformly Assigned List of Cities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Security Response 3</td>
<td>Uniformly Assigned List of Colors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Political Affiliation</td>
<td>Democratic 51%, Republican 47%, Third-Party 2%</td>
<td>2020 election [115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22–24</td>
<td>Income</td>
<td>$15 k–$25 k : 10%, $25 k–$35 k: 11%, $35 k–$50 k: 14%, $50 k–$75 k: 20%, $75 k–$100 k: 15%, $100 k–$150 k: 20%, $150 k–$200 k: 10%</td>
<td>Statistica [116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Education Level</td>
<td>Weighted Educational Attainment Brackets</td>
<td>Census Bureau [117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Education Major</td>
<td>Weighted Educational Major Brackets</td>
<td>Statistica [118]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Sexuality</td>
<td>Sexual Orientation and Identity by Generation</td>
<td>Gallup [119]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Salutation</td>
<td>Associated by Sex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29–33</td>
<td>Reserved</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34–35</td>
<td>Height</td>
<td>Gaussian with U.S. mean ± 2σ</td>
<td>CDC 2015-2018 [120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36–37</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Gaussian with U.S. mean ± 2σ</td>
<td>CDC 2015-2018 [120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Job Title</td>
<td>Weighted National Employment Matrix</td>
<td>U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2021 [121]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Race</td>
<td>White 75.80%, Black 13.60%, Asian 6.10%, Other 4.50%</td>
<td>U.S. Census Bureau Population Estimates [122]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Nationality White</td>
<td>Hispanic 18.90%, Non-Hispanic 81.10%</td>
<td>U.S. Census Bureau Population Estimates [122]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Nationality Black</td>
<td>Hispanic 2%, Non-Hispanic 98%</td>
<td>Pew Research [123]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Nationality Asian</td>
<td>Hispanic 0.002%, Non-Hispanic 99.998%</td>
<td>Pew Research [124]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Website</td>
<td>Assigned based on Research Question</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42–255</td>
<td>Reserved</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. Derived Fields

- **First Name**: separate first name lists based on U.S. Census data were used for each of the male and female IDs. A larger list of female names was used than male names given what appears to be higher variability (particularly in spellings) in female names.
- **Sex**: these values were assigned 50/50 instead of 49.2 and 50.8; for any experiments where those distinctions are relevant, we anticipate more extreme sculpting of gender identities.
- **Birthday/Age**: the PRNG-based mapping creates a birthdate, while age is directly calculated with the current date at any usage of age.
- **Address/State**: state was selected first and an address was generated for that state.
- **Address**: uses the USPS API (usps-api 0.5) [114] to determine if a generated address is fake or not. Returns true or false, with all street numbers modified until the result is confirmed as false.
- **Height/Weight**: once Height has been selected from a percentile-based distribution [120], a conditional distribution was used to select a corresponding weight that is within two standard deviations of the height-adjusted median.
- **Ethnicity/Nationality**: these values used conditional distributions of the Hispanic ethnicity into the six racial categories employed by the US Census.
- **Education Level/Education Major**: Education Level was generated first and then if the education level was higher than a high school education, a major was assigned.
- **Salutation**: these values were originally mapped directly for salutations for males and females. Marriage and degree were not factored into these, but allow for distinctions for “Dr.” or between “Ms.” and “Mrs.” if needed for individual questions.

Lastly, certain attributes were scrutinized for matching legitimate attribute values (e.g., address) to prevent the potential for fraud and spamming of unsuspecting individuals who happen to match our fake IDs. These adjustments are detailed below:

- **Phone**: we used only phone lines purchased and managed on FreePBX Trunking.
- **Address**: We invalidated addresses by USPS API, “re-rolling” the PRNG output in a controlled fashion to generate a new street address when an address number was returned as legitimate.

### 4.2. Tailoring Fake IDs to Meet Research Needs

For each of the fake IDs, these foundational attributes were determined to suit the needs of the vast majority of research questions. However, we also recognize that specific questions may require particular attributes outside our ability to pre-provision. In the case where a particular question requires attribute(s) not already generated, the next unused PRNG output is allocated to a custom mapping unique to that research question. This required us to find the data in association with the attribute and then map that value using a process similar to that above. Given that nearly 80% of the PRNG values are unallocated, the extensibility of base identities to much even richer frauds is up to the user. To maintain robustness, the process of adding new identity characteristics starts with finding a reliable distribution of the identified characteristic and then mapping based on discrete lookups, weighted lookups, distribution fits, or direct calculations. One of the key benefits of using this model where a “key” space is pre-allocated to identities in finite blocks is that the entire set of fake identities can be re-constructed from a blank initialization of the overall system. Various data formats were used in this overall mapping format, with binary files favored for the initial PRNG outputs and Mongo DB employed for managing the selected fake identities as distinct records.

### 4.3. Scope of Fake Identities

Careful distinctions must be made in considering what characteristics can be applied to an identity that provides a level of depth sufficient to answer meaningful research questions [1], while avoiding fraud or identity theft that might occur accidentally when generating IDs at scale. This requires that any information that could potentially tie back to a real person be validated as fake. In addition, no fake phone numbers will be used; we established our own phone server with 6000 live VoIP phone lines to receive/make calls and voicemails as well as send/receive text messages via custom FreePBX servers as one
additional avenue of data collection for the project. For our purposes, we have also decided that no true facial images will be used in account creation.

One of the most prominent challenges in limiting the scope of identities is in the invalidation of addresses. We initially define a population-weighted distribution of counties across the United States, acquiring valid zip codes and streets from those locations. We then randomly assign an invalid home or apartment number on a street. The realism of the address down to the specific street, as highlighted in Figure 3, permits internal consistency as well as passes cursory verification methods. Depending on the level of third-party address verification used by private companies [125,126], the real region could pass as valid even though the particular house or apartment cannot be identified in a database of known addresses. Anecdotal evidence from our local Post Office suggests that any mail delivery person will have the addresses on their regular route fully memorized and likely discard or flag mail addressed to a fake address.

Figure 3. An image of address validation API with different levels of validation shown.

We leverage a similar technology as most private companies to incorporate address invalidation into the ID generation process, only with the reverse intent. When a house number is generated, an address lookup API verifies to a high degree that the address does not exist and is able to be applied to the fake person. If the address is valid, a new random house number is generated and the check is applied again. This process is repeated until an invalid address is created and applied successfully.

4.4. Pseudo Random Number Generation (PRNG)

The pseudo-random number generation is the first step in the ID generation process. The motivating factors for controlled PRNG as opposed to simply randomly generating and assigning numbers to each individual lies in its repeatability and flexibility for the U&A use case. We use a script derived from the residue number system (RNS)-based PRNG [105,106] that takes a base 320-bit base key and a set list of prime numbers to generate indexed sequences (length \( \gg 10^{10} \)) of 32-bit integers. The arbitrary seed value and RNS methods permit efficient parallelization of the PRNG process. RNS-based arithmetic is widely used for cryptography and simulation-based PRNGs [127,128] as well as similar commercial security applications [129,130].

Of particular value for the chosen PRNG is that if the database of identities were ever corrupted, the fake ID generation script can be simply run again with the same base seed, and all the same derived fake ID characteristics will be replicated. Should the data that are being aggregated together to create the fake IDs ever be breached, this also adds a barrier to creating an effective algorithm to reverse engineer the output stream [107]. Finally, this also ensures that a completely different set of pseudorandomly generated fake identities can be generated by changing the base key.

4.5. Fake ID Example

Each ID is organized in a non-relational MongoDB database with each JSON document, similar to that shown in Figure 4, representing one full identity, 100K of which are contained
within a single collection. Attributes highlighted in green are the pieces of information most services will require or allow a person to share. The attributes highlighted in yellow are used for internal management and identification of the IDs within the database. The unique ID is simply the sequential identifier assigned to each identity as it is created so that each person can be indexed, and all data collected for each person can be identified and related across different areas of the project. The “Rand Array” contains all random values generated by the PRNG, which were used to generate the identity and contains all the future values available for future attribute assignments. In total, 4096 bits of PRNG output are allocated to each fake ID.

![Fake Identity](image)

**Figure 4.** Image of an example ID with its attributes listed. All of the attributes listed are default for all IDs. If an ID needs an additional attribute, the title is placed in the additionalFieldHeaders section and the associated value is placed in the additionalFields section. If an attribute was used for the signup, then the corresponding index number will be set to True in the prngUsed section. If an attribute needs to be changed in any manner for the signup, then the prngNotes will reflect all changes made by listing the attribute and the value it was changed to for all applicable attributes. Additionally, the dateUsed and researchQuestion attributes are set upon signup completion.

Each ID must maintain a degree of internal consistency. For example, height and weight were tied together in the ID creation process in order to represent realistic physical attributes drawn from Gaussian \((\pm 2\sigma)\) distributions mapped to averages in the United States. The raw data that are collected and then aggregated together to create the identities were collected from a variety of publicly available sources. Names, addresses, and possible occupations were all sourced from Social Security Administration [131] and US Census reports [132]. Height and weight data were informed by reports from the CDC [133]. Data regarding household income, and political affiliation were taken from a private research institution, the Statista Research Department [116,134]. In some cases, more PRNG bits are used than might appear minimally required, yet that is to help refine the fidelity of specific fields to appear more realistic (e.g., an income of $15,032 as opposed to choosing midpoints of the bottom income range of $20,000). These sources were utilized to provide the data themselves as well as the distribution of those data across different demographics. This allows the identities to be an effective and accurate emulation of real individuals as well as a model for studying online interaction at the macro scale, understanding the interactions of thousands of people who represent a broad and accurate distribution of average Americans. The primary goals of the project are met by individual identities and their interactions; however, in using distributions, the data are extensible to broader and more holistic research questions.

4.6. Raw Data Distribution

For most attributes, including the more generic first and last name attribute fields, each possible option in the raw dataset has a specific distribution within the dataset associated with it. This allows for the entire fake identities database to have a distribution of attributes tailored to reflect the backgrounds of US citizens more accurately, as well as offer the ability to set specific attributes of interests to have a higher likelihood of being represented among the fake IDs, without compromising the randomness of the ID generation process.
This distribution system was applied to more accurately generate individuals with unique backgrounds. Early iterations of the project used the top few thousand most common values for each attribute from previous census data but may have resulted in a lack of representation of minority groups. Adding a distribution to each individual identity characteristic slows down the initial setup of the raw data, but that code is only executed when the system is first set up and once for each new attribute with a particular data distribution added to the identities in the future. The net run time to generate 100 K fake identities, inclusive of all distributional characteristics was 86 s on a standard desktop machine.

4.7. Mapping RNG Outputs to ID Characteristics

Each identity has its own set of PRNG outputs stored in a file indexed by the person’s UniqueID attribute. The file consists of $256 \times 32$-bit integers that can be used in the initial generation of an identity or in assigning additional random attributes to fit future use cases. That flexibility supports post-generation incorporation of new attributes in a subset or all fake IDs. For each attribute, the ID-generating code takes the random numbers in sequence, applies the modulus operator by the size of the data set (thereby scaling the number to an appropriate size to access an index in the database), and the scaled value is then used to pull a document from the MongoDB database at the PN-derived index.

Pre-allocated bits of the PRNG outputs are assigned to each attribute. A process of masking the 32-bit numbers generated for each attribute is used as seen for Gender, Height, Weight and other attributes. By only using 8 or 16 bits of the 32-bit number for generating an index of the current dataset, we are future-proofing the fake ID by reserving the ability to insert larger lists with desired statistical characteristics. The remaining PRNG output words are reserved for future assignment of any new attribute of interest for the fake IDs.

4.8. Fake ID Construction Process

The high-level process of identity generation is captured in Figure 5. It begins with the inputs of files containing PRNG outputs and sets of raw data in MongoDB that contain all possible options for each attribute of identity. The ID Generating Python Script takes these two inputs and maps the appropriate random numbers to the collections in MongoDB, scaling them by the size of the collection and pulling a randomly selected value out of the collection based on its index. Once every attribute is added, a document containing all the information is inserted into the final FakeID database in a JSON format.

![Figure 5. Overview of fake ID generation flow.](image)

The fake ID database is set up with an API to retrieve information for future assignments as shown in Figure 6. The first method `getIDBufferArray` retrieves the sequenced PRNG output binary file and stores it in an array. The `getValue` and `getRange` method...
calls represent generic calls that can be made to the sets of raw data retrieving a value at a chosen index and size of the dataset, respectively. The non-generic getters assign specific attributes that require a higher degree of control over which identities are assigned those attributes. The *Scale by collection* and *Scale by Numbers* are functions that scale the PRNG outputs retrieved from the buffer array by the size of the collection the number is being applied to ensure that the final index is always within the bounds of the raw data.

![Figure 6. Method calls that enable access to the collection of fake identities.](image)

While not all of the data retrieved by these methods will be used by every fake identity (i.e., *getTwitterInterests* is only used by accounts that sign up for Twitter or have a linked account), every single identity will be equally robust and flexible to meet the needs of different research questions. Generating passwords for the identities is also a unique category. There is utility in being able to manipulate the kinds of passwords generated randomly for each identity. As the uses of identities expand and more passwords or characteristics are generated, the length of the password as well as the type of normal and special characters used in the password can be changed. This is conducted primarily to adhere to different password requirements for the broad spectrum of online accounts to which fake identities will be assigned. Mechanically, such changes are handled as logged updates to the MongoDB database, so a level of bookkeeping is required to regenerate the fake identity once the database is allowed to become a living repository.

### 4.9. Storing and Managing Fake IDs

The PRNG code and ID-generating script are only run once at project start, and all subsequent updates or changes to the database are handled through a Python API. The API allows researchers to quickly query the database or add new attributes for future research questions. The API is written as a simple argparser utilizing a command line interface that can take “write” or “search” commands to either edit or query the database. Once a query is executed, the API will display the results and, if an additional user flag was added to the command, the results of the query will be written to a JSON file. Once the fake identities are used in an experiment, changes are frozen to administrative-only accesses. Additionally, a change log of all commands is also retained.

The API simply calls a host of different methods like *getIDByCriteria* or *getValueByCriteria*. The first returns the unique sequential identifier of identities that have a field that matches the value being sought, and the second retrieves the full identity with a specific field value that matches the search criteria. Each method logs that the query or write was completed, including which details were searched or edited. Maintaining the integrity of the dataset is vitally important to organizing data collection and processing. To ensure the data are protected and recoverable, several mitigation measures were put in place, beginning with the robust PRNG process and change logs. Should any identity data be corrupted
and need to be recovered, the PRNG with the same seed and identity-generating Python script can regenerate every identity or only single identities. We also utilize MongoDB’s built-in user validation to mitigate human error. Finally, making and tracking changes through the API guarantees previous versions of the data are recoverable.

4.10. Preliminary Validation of Fake IDs

To ensure that the attributes on the IDs matched their respective distributions expected for each attribute, the output of the PRNG was first validated with Matlab as producing uniform random numbers, followed by statistical analysis of each attribute according to their programmed distributions. An example of the income distribution, which was based upon a derived distribution of (1) income range selection based upon published averages, followed by (2) uniform distribution within those proportionally chosen ranges is shown in Figure 7.

![Histogram of Income of 100K IDs](image)

**Figure 7.** Histogram of the *Income* attribute of all 100K IDs plotted in Matlab.

The amount of occurrences of each attribute was evaluated independently to ensure proper mapping. While this is not a perfect process, the results confirm that each attribute matches their chosen distributions; as with any pseudorandom system, the results vary run-to-run. In rare cases where a skew in the distribution was noted, most often being from the mapping of PRNG values across mixed-radix domains [107], adjusting the number of random bits allocated to that attribute was sufficient to achieve the desired mapping. As the scale of the Use and Abuse project grew larger, the validation process was shifted to an automated read of attributes as contained in database records, enabling differential controls of distributions across blocks of IDs as desired.

Finally, there remains a question of how well the identities perform when assigned and used in an experiment. As an anecdotal example, our largest ongoing experiment included signing up identities for content sent by each of the nearly 2000 candidates (pre-primary) for upcoming U.S. elections; only one candidate (John Liccione of Florida’s 13th district) has knowingly flagged an identity as fake, and there only by tracing the IP address back to Blacksburg, VA (IP obfuscation is a future addition to [11]). We will know more about the efficacy of the identities in that experiment in future months.

5. Use and Extension of Fake ID Generation

After creating an effective fake identity, researchers can use the identity to perform online experimentation and research while mitigating the ethical concerns associated with real human data. The identities can be signed up to websites or organizations where data can be collected and analyzed to answer research questions. The characteristics of fake identities can be tailored for various internet application purposes, as illustrated by the application categories and their required capabilities identified in Tables 1 and 2. Those
Tailored fake identities can then be employed to answer questions such as those identified in Section 2.

Although the fake identities described so far are rich in their documentable attributes, a variety of extensions have been identified using broader toolsets. These include:

- Harness AI tools to create a fake person’s image/video and activity more realistic.

To avoid accidental misuse of anyone’s identity, and to provide a realistic online presence, AI-generated images or videos in the future could improve a fake ID’s ability to stand up to human scrutiny. AI language and image models are already being utilized for both the propagation of and defense against malicious fake accounts online, and this technology will likely become a necessity, though our initial survey shows that only online social media, which invests heavily in prevention tools [135,136], presently looks for this content. At present, we believe that the detection capabilities are winning this competition, and thus have steered away from probing social media sites.

- Employ PO Box forwarding services provided by USPS to send and receive mail.

Our ongoing experiments show a surprising lack of activity for direct mail addressed to our fake accounts (real mailing addresses that we control), though some future experiments will seek to create convincing online identities anchored in the physical world that can stand up to automated and human scrutiny to a very high degree. Additionally, we have identified mail forwarding services in each state that would support the establishment of real addresses when desired.

- Create an account interaction engine to automate identity behaviors.

To truly target the identities and intent of suspicious content received, our fake IDs must have the ability to interact in a convincing manner. Many characteristics identified in Table 2, such as content interaction and scrolling, require an automated interaction method to complete at scale. The core of this capability is an Account Interaction Engine that selectively chooses based on identity to respond, click links, or open attachments (all within secure virtual machine infrastructures). Given that the interaction represents an opportunity to respond to received content, we intend to revisit the ethical considerations as we transition to a fully active OSINT platform.

- Use of fake IDs in social science research

The model of fake identities discussed here has been validated as efficacious through a variety of quantitative social science efforts, ranging from probing a subset of Beall’s/Kscien’s lists of suspected predatory publishers, predicting election results, or even quantifying policies and differential access to birth control by state. Future efforts will explore topics as far removed from the computer science foundations of the collection engine as theology.

6. Conclusions

As part of a broader effort to track how personal information is shared by online entities, this paper has performed a deep dive into the robust and repeatable generation of fake identities. Research shows that collecting information through fake online accounts organized by a single source has distinct advantages over what can normally be discovered in the public domain. This presents some challenges, however, as countermeasures to prevent fake account activity online continue to be developed and implemented. Certain characteristics tend to flag fake accounts as they are created or used. Most models are trained to detect bots at scale from a malicious source, and utilizing fake accounts in a benign manner could avoid detection for research purposes. The ethical ramifications of using fake identities can be managed by ensuring that PI is transmitted and never received, limiting the activity of fake users to have minimal impact on external systems, and ensuring that we only establish identities relevant to the underlying OSINT research problem.

As demonstrated through the previous Use and Abuse effort and related works, the utilization of fake accounts for privacy research can allow researchers to collect valuable
data about PI usage, while mitigating the ethical concerns surrounding real, human data. The Use and Abuse is a large-scale research project that seeks to employ fake identities to answer privacy-driven research questions about the propagation of personal data over the Internet. Moreover, the breadth of addressable problems using this infrastructure makes the centralized collection approach very valuable. Through a literature review of fake account generation and detection works, along with various works focusing on privacy research, a comprehensive model of digital characteristics for fake accounts was formed. This paper highlights the design and use of the fake ID attributes that enable the construction of realistic fake personas.

The backgrounds of each identity are rich enough to be extensible to many research questions both on the individual and larger demographic scales. The identities generated are customizable and can be tailored to various internet applications and domains, allowing for more in-depth data collection. Through this paper, benefits were outlined for using fake accounts for privacy research, a model for realistic fake identities was formed, and a repeatable generation process for IDs was created. The rich background of each individual and the unique process used to assemble each person in a consistent and convincing manner serve to improve the data gathered through the research project as well as serve as a defense against detection when operating online. The U&A project is unique both in terms of its scale and robust data-gathering method, utilizing semi-automated fake accounts to track complicated data-sharing behaviors.
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